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THE IDEAL SITUATION IN THE TEACHING OF HINDI TO AMERICAN

STUDENTS SHOULD BE SUCH THAT--(1) THE TEACHER OF HINDI IS

AWARE OF ALL THE LIKELY PROBLEMS ENGLISH SPEAKERS MAY FACE IN

LEARNING HINDI, (2) THE TEACHER HAS DEVISED WAYS OF

OVERCOMING THESE PROBLEMS, (3) HE HAS A HINDI TEXT WHICH IS
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LEARNING HINDI HAVE TO OVERCOME. HE ALSO EMPHASIZES THE NEED

FOR AWARENESS OF THE DIFFERENCES AND SIMILARITIES BETWEEN THE

STUDENT'S OWN CULTURE AND THAT OF THE LANGUAGE WHICH HE IS

LEARNING. (AMM)
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Linguini.: Methodology id Teaching of Hindi

Teaching or learning a foreign language is not a novelty to human beings. All

great civilisations and human societies have been doing it for centuries. The dew

velopment of the discipline of Linguistics during the last four decades has, howler,

given a new impetus to the study of language and has broadened the hbrison of human

beings in their outlook towards language which is their handiest tool for communica

tion and the basis of all social interaction. It is not surprising then that this

development should have its effect on language teaching methods. Within linguistics,

there has developed a special field called 'applied linguistics', so called because

it involves the application of linguistic methodology to various other disciplines,

chief among which, is the technique of language teaching. Before discussing what is

involved in such an application of linguistic methodology to language teaching, other

significant results of the development of linguistics on language teaching may briefly

be mentioned. The first is the awareness that a foreign language can be taught for

different purposes, namely, for speaking, reading and writing or comprehension, or

all three. Depending on the ultimate goal of the teacher and the learner, different

techniques can be applied, keeping in mind at the same time that all these areas must

and do event*. In the past, generally only one technique of teaching a foreign

language was used, no matter what the ultimate goal vas. The students' first intro

duction to a foreign language was through its writing system. The recent emphasis,

perhaps a little exaggerated, on the 'spoken' language, is to emphasise the fact

I lb.cre is oKe
that 'spoken' language is independent its writing systegrataed-entate-ee=eeeit

pegeedasss The second major effect of the

development of linguistics is the awareness of the fact that teaching the students

their native language was quite different from teaching them a foreign language. In

the past these two areas were rarely if ever, separated and the methods used in one

were just as readily applied to the other. This is probably the reason why the

foreign language teaching was dons through writing systems. A student learning his
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native language already has the mastery of it in terms of communication. Sy the

time a child reaches the age of S or 6, he has fully mastered the structured patterns

of his native language and can use it to communicate with other members of his Co..

munity. In essence the% what be learns is the representation of his native language

in a different medially namely writim and the correlation of these two; that is,

the 'spoken' language and its representation in writing. In the case of the student

tic/

learning a foreign language, he has no previous knowledge filet alone any mastery in

that language. Therefore, methods employed in teaching a native language cannot be

used to teach a foreign language. Obviously these are two different areas and

different methods need to be employed.

Within the field of applied linguistics, there has developed the concept of

'contrastive analysis'. Putting it simply, this means that for teaching any foreign

language there should be available, descriptions of the structures of the two

languages involved; the native language of the students which let us call I11 and

the language to be taught, the goal language, or L2. Such descriptions then can be

compared to find areas of similarities and areas of differences. This, it is assumed,

will help the teacher to predict and describe patterns which will cause difficulties

and those which won't. Such a comparison may also indicate the possible areas of

interference of Li in learning L2 and areas where the students may carry over the

patterns of Ll to L2. The approach then would be to start from the similarities

and move on to the differences between Ll and L2, simultaneously using adequate

language material to avoid the predictable difficulties. Such an approach suggests

that the way in which L2 should be taught and the type of language material to be

prepared would depend on the structure of LI.

What is involved in a structural comparison between Li and L2? Four major

aspects of the structures are relevant. 1) Phonologies, or the sound systems of

the two languages; 2) the grammatical structures; 3) Lexicon or vocabulary; and
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4) the cultures of the two linguistic communities. We may add comparison of the

writing systems also. Depending on the ultimate goal of the students, certain

aspects of such a comparison sorb& emphasised.

In addition to such a contrastive analysis, frequency analyses of L2 based on

a very large sample would be essential, especially with reference to vocabulary and

grammatical patterns. The idea here is that we try to use in the preparation of

language teaching material sentence patterns and words which are most frequent in

L2 in the beginning lessons. These patterns and words are often repeated in the

subsequent lessons and new patterns and words slightly less frequent are added.

The primary difficulty here is that very often such frequency analyses of languages

are not available. Secondly, contrastive analysis may show that what is most free,

quaint in L2 way not necessarily be more Isisilarl in structure to that of Ll. Pre
4-c Ire:Air Avil LAAte s,

sliming that such frequency analyses are available forillt, the procedure to follow

both in teaching and in preparing language material would be to find out from

among the most frequent patterns and words those that are structurally similar to

Li and introduce Mimes first; gradually increasing the degree of complexity and/or

difference among the most frequent structures. Applying the sass principle, we can

then move on to less frequent structures. It is clear, that using the above approach

ikttk
meansthe prepereeiemef=detieweet language tenvising materials and diAllewesa

vein, a c (mist acct. yN to
teaching techniques for LktspmmUftmorthe 101 of the students. To mention a

specific example, the language teaching material for d teaching art Hindi to stow

dents who are native speakers of any other North Indian language would be quite

different from that used for teaching Hindi to native speakers of English' since

the degree of similarity between Ll and U with regard to all aspects of structure

would be much higher in the first situation than in the second. Even in the second

situation, slight changes may be necessary in the language material and teaching

methods depending on whether the students are speakers of American English, British

English or Australian English. Hers the changes would be mostly with regard to the

sound system.
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In addition to what has been mentioned above, many other factors are relevant

in t teaching ge a foreign language. Some of these are a) age, background, in-

telligence, and motivation of the students; b) size of the class; c) number of con-

tact hours between the teacher and the students; d) the ultimate goal of the stump

dents in learning L2; e) laboratory assistance in terms of audio-visual aid; f)

attitude of the language teacher, whether literature oriented or linguistics orien-

tated, and so forth. If L2 has many regional and/or social dialects this raises

4eactO.Af(

the question as to which form of L2 should be taught. With regard to4vocabulary

it would depend on the ultimate goal of the students. Time does not permit us to

go into all these factors. Instead, let us turn to our specific case, namely, the

teaching of Hindi to students who are native speakers of American English. In deal-

ing with this situation, we shall start with the comparison of the sound systems of

s'onl

the two languages and shall covert 811E0i other structural aspects that are relevant

to this discussion. The aim here is to predict the probable areas where students

will make mistakes and where interference from English is likely to be high. This,

it is hoped, will help to develop better teaching techniques and to prepare appro-

priate language materials.

Phonology: One of the most important contributions of modern linguisf;cs is

the recognition that each language has a unique sound system regardless of its

representation in a writing system, if any. Such a sound system consists of signifi-

cant sound units called phonemes, which keep the utterances apart in=thet4amgmege.

Such phonemes may 'live different environmental phonetic realizations. Such pho-

netic variations ox phonemes are called allophones. These allophonic variations

are, however, insignificant from the native speaker's point of view. By the time

speakers of a language are about 15 to 20 years old, they are so set in the speech

habits involving the phonemes of their nattye language, that unless they are con

sciously made aware they fail to hear the nonsignificant phonetic variations of
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various phonemes within the sound system. However, each language being a separate

entity with its own sound system, learning L2 means acquiring new speech habits.

In terms of perception, identification, and articulation of sounds, these new

speech habits may involve any of the following situations:

1) Learning phonemes in L2 for which there are no phonetically similar sounds

in Li. For example the whole series of what are called dental and retroflex stop

consonants in Hindi (t, th, d, dh and fp th, to 4h) as in 'tam' Ithali,1 tdam,'

a

edhireps top; Iffbba,' /prilho,°) are, in this sense, new sounds to

English speakers. Not only are they new sounds, but they are phonemes andotherefore,

`Q a 'i b o b the so soi...".4s-

have to be learned. Here the teacher simply has oplemonstrati by way of a diagram,

and an actual articulation ai6ithees=seends and has to prepare drills involving these

phonemes until the students have mastered them. The dental sounds are articulated

with the tip of the tongue behind the lower teeth and the blade touching behind the

upper teeth. As for the retroflex sounds, they are articulated with the tongue

curled way back in the mouth and the underpart of the tongue tip touching the hard

palate.

2) Two phonemes may be phonetically similar in LI and L2; but their combine-

v a

tions may occur only in L2. The sounds bh, jb and gb as in %hat' sjhtglapl Igholal

7

in Hindi are examples

e
ples of this. Here the individual sounds b, j, g and h as in cab,

tjudgeYbieandehai are part of English phonology. However, their combinations do

not occur in English. One way to train the students to pronounce these is to find

combinations of two words where the first sound occurs at this emd of the first word

and the second at the beginning of the second word and then to ask the students to

pronounce the two words as if they are one word. For example 'Bob Hope.; 'judge

Hall and 'big hats when pronounced in this fashion may come close to the sounds

9
-TO

'bh' tjh' and Ith in Hindi. The more difficult part would be/train the students so

that they QM pronounce them in word initial position and word final position.
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3) Significant distinctions in sounds in L2 which are not significant in 11.

In Hindi the distinction between voiceless unaspirated consonants like p, t, cl

and k and voiceless aspirated consonants like ph, th, th, CI, and kh is significant

since there are many pairs of words which are separated only by this difference,e.g.,

Ipu.11/0hu:1,1 Itap/thapol skana/khanal, etc. Similar distinction for some of these

sounds does exist in English except that it is not significant and the speakers are

not aware of it. For example the sound le occurring word initially as in spot' is

strongly pronounced, or has slight aspiration; but when pronounced after another

consonant 'se, as in 'spares it does not have aspiration. To native speakers of

English 'p' in 'pot' and 'p' in 'spare' are the same since this distinction is not

a significant one. As seen above, it is hawser significant in Hindi. The students

can be trained to pronounce the aspirated consonants 1ph/ and %he by telling them

to pronounce le in 'pot' and 'k' in 'cot' with more force. In the case of un-

aspirated consonants le and lie, they should be asked to get ready to pronounce

words like 'spares and 'scare' and to drop the 'els just before saying the words.

The second stage here would be to train the students to make this distinction in

all environments.

4) Significant distinctions in Li which are not significant in L2. In English

there are two consonants and Iv' as in Nails and 'veil' which have phonemic

status. In Hindi however, there is only one phoneme which is phonetically similar

71,Ne
bejt.Jee-v, eta) arek`

to these two. Tbigi distinctionLis not significant in Hindi. An English speaker is

likely to notice that a Hindi speaker may occasionally use a sound nearer to /we

and other times a sound nearer to Le. The students therefore will have to learn

to ignore this distinction as it exists in English. Described above are some of

the situations where errors are predictable. It is quite possible that linguistical-

ly trained teachers of Hindi may come across other areas of Hindi phonology where

similar problems arise.



Grammars A comparison of the grammatical structures of Hindi and English involves,

among other things, I temp:iris:1n ok word formation, the number of grammatical elites,

goriest the various processes of indicating these categories, ways of showing re-

lationships among words within sentences and considerations of word order, concord

etc. There are some similarities in the structures of these two languages; a) both

have words which can be conveniently labeled as nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs

and have similar functions; b) tnere are common grammatical categories such as num.

ber and person, tense and mood, etc. However, there are many grammatical features

which aLe unique to each of these languages. The students cre likely to carry over

such unique features of English in learning HindiLcausing interference. Similarly

they may have difficulty in learning features which are unique to Hindi. The follow-

ing are a few examples where such problems may arise.

1) The uanskmamd=the most frequent word order in Hindi is that of subject, verb

or sUbject, object and verb as against the order of subject, verb and object in

English. Since both have the same word order as regards intransitive verbs, namely

subject and verb, the students may carry over the other pattern of English into Hindi.

2) A more serious problem is the way relationship of words within a sentence is

the_
indicated in Hindi. In English this is done bytuse of prepositions, e.g., 'sit on

the table,' Mood la the pot,' 'talking to a person', etc. In Hindi such a relation-

ship is shown by words occurring after the word whose relationship with other words

they are indicating. To put it simply, the function of the words called prepositions

in English is performed by postpositions in Hindi. Examples: English 'sit on the

pcysi pyr 60,;.114ye/ /7Arl ke 5'04 jAiy
chair, I Eindiechair on site English Igo with John, I Hindle John, with, gol; Euro

lisp 'Tiger in the ease, I Hindiillaageki:Yeemin:tiges etc. This is one area where Btu*
tihe 5,0.

dents often have trouble. One way to help them seeeeet=soeb=egrocs is to emphasise

the=isot that there are one or two instances in English where such relationship is

a;
shown in the same manneVt is shown in Hindi. For example 'Mary's hat', %nig, .
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versityll progress', etc. It should then be emphasised that this is the only patio

tern students have to follow all the time in Hindi.

3) Another problem which causes difficulties is that of grammatical gender.

In Hindi even inanimate nouns must belong to either masculine or feminine gender.

'Knowing the grammatical gender of all nouns is essential because the verbs and some

adjectives take different endings depending on the gender of nouns. In other words

gender has an important function in the formation of sentences in Hindi. Although

this is a major problem, there is no easy way out. Some general rules for the de

termination of gender of nouns can be given. These rules are based on the endings

of words and their meanings. However, there are many exceptions. Another way of

remembering the gender of nouns is to learn them with an adjective where the form
tr.4 ex11ti" pj e

of the adjective indicates the gender of the nftwv,thahi kitab' feminine, halm

a
shift.' masculine, Aim

4) Learning second person pronouns and their proper use in Hindi is another

problem area. In English the second person pronoun 'you' is used both in the

singular and plural. There is no way of indicating degrees of respect for the

listener by using different second person plural pronouns except such phrases as

are!.54
'your honour' or'your bgluseesi, etc. In Hindi on the other hand, there are three

second person pronouns, one in the singular and two in the plural. Using one plural

form or the other is dependent on the social context, namely the social status of

the speaker, and the listener, time and place, etc. In addition such allocation of

status involves relationship between the speaker and the listener, age difference,

caste and class difference, etc. Her sheer the students not only have to learn the

foram, but they also have to be familiar with the various situations in which they

may use one form or the other, which means they have to be familiar with the cul

tural patterns of behavior among Hindi speakers.

3) Concord is another area in which students have difficulties. In Hindi there

is an agreement between adjectives and nouns for number and gender and agreement
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between verbs and nouns for number gender, and person. Since English lack such

agreement between adjectives and nouns and has only a very limited concord between

ilA&45111-

nouns and verbs, there is no needLto learn paradigms of verbs with different end

ings for gender, number and person in addition to suffixation for different tenses

and moods. Tr kivNel; 1,0, 4-1/14 have +0 hr 1 ear-neok

There are bewewer certain areas where certain grammatical features of English

have no parallels in Hindi. This eases the burden on the student to some extent.

For example in common nouns in most cases are indicated as being used in

the indefinite or definite sense by the use of the articles eat and an or 'the'

respectively. A noun in Hindi on the other hand can be used without any such

article. In both languages, however, there are demonstrative articles.

Vocabulary: The problem of vocabulary is a complex one since every language has

many synonyms and homonyms. In addition a given word may have slightly different

meanings depending on the context in which it is used. Therefore, a simple word to

word or literal translation from L2 to Li or vice versa is not useful. A great deal

also depends on the degree to which students have mastered the basic grammatical

structures and vocabulary of L2 since a high degree of competence here can help the

students to guess the meanings of new words, or a particular meaning of a given

word which has several meanings. This is one reason why students without adequate

mastery of the basic structure and vocabulary of L2 are unable to use a dictionary,

since knowing all the translation meanings of a given word in L2 does not tell them

which of these many leanings is relevant in the particular sentence or text. Another

important aspect of vocabulary in learning L2 is to make sure that the students do

not carry over the semantic range of words from Ll to words in L2 which outwardly

have the 'same meaning. Doing this would create problems, since the world view

of the speakers of L2 and their semantic classifications and categorisations may be

quite different from those of the speakers of Li.
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The list but not the least important aspect of language teaching is to make

tis.4 students aware of the differences and similarities between the cultures of Li

and L2. Otherwise situations arise where students who otheemimmare competent in

using L2 are ridiculed for using wrong expressions in wrong places and at improper

time. Along with the teaching of L2 therefore, the various aspects of the culture,

especially those relevant to the linguistic behavior, should be emphasised. Un

fortunately, not enough care has been taken in this respect in many Hindi language

texts available in this country; we come across situations of the following types

in Jain Hindi texts; offering whisky and soda to guests, whereas long tradition in

certain parts of Hindi speaking areas does not approve of the consumption of alcohol;

asking the name of listener's wife immediately after the initial introduction and

talking about her in a manner which would not be approved unless the speaker is a

census officer; using Hindi words equivalent to 'thank you' quite often, although

such expression is generally not used among villagers, town people and uneducated

persons; using a Hindi word equivalent to 'please' although a request is differen-

tiated from command simply by gestures, tone of voice and intonation pattern, or a

Li it(

word completely different from that used. Such situations would not arise if the

students are made aware of the cultural differences of Ll and L2 and they learn to

Ike

understand the culture 0E02 speaking community just as well as L2 itself.
5-hou()

The ideal situation in the teaching of Hindi to American students wadi be +140.-6:

a) a teacher of Hindi is aware of all the likely problems English speakers may

face in learning Hindi; b) he has devised some ways of overcoming many of these

problems if not all; c) he has a Hindi text which is organised and based on the rem

cva

sults of contrastive analysis of Hindi and English,4frequency analysis of Hindi, is

graded in terms of degrees of complexity, starting from the simple structures and

going on to more difficult cues, and is full of relevant cultural contents. One

may perhaps say that this hi linguistic Utopia.But if we can at least move in this

direction and achieve the first step, namely the awareness of the likely areas

where American students may have difficulties in learning Hindi, then our linguistic

Utopia is not too farfrakpict7.


